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Comparison of Thermodynamic Properties of Simulated Liquid Silica and Water
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We conduct extensive molecular dynamics computer simulations of a rigid-ion model of liqui
silica [L.V. Woodcocket al., J. Chem. Phys.65, 1565 (1976)], evaluating thermodynamic and transport
properties over a wide range of pressure and temperature. We find numerous similarities with beha
found in simulations of supercooled water, including a line of density maxima that passes through
maximum temperature as a function of pressure, and the emergence as temperature decreases of m
in isotherms of the isothermal compressibility as a function of density. [S0031-9007(97)04109-4]

PACS numbers: 65.50.+m, 64.30.+t, 64.60.My, 64.70.Ja
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There has been considerable recent interest in
low temperature thermodynamic properties of liquids
especially water—in which the local molecular structu
is dominated under ambient pressure by tetrahed
arrangements of molecules [1]. In particular, molecu
dynamics (MD) simulations [2] have been used to eva
ate the properties of liquid water over a wide range
temperatureT and pressureP. Such studies qualitatively
reproduce the observed thermodynamic properties of
ter, including the well-known occurrence of a maximu
in the densityr as a function ofT at constantP [3].

Simulations have also found new behaviors that have
yet been verified experimentally due to the difficult the
modynamic conditions under which they are predicted
occur [4,5]. For example, the locus of points at which de
sity maxima occur—the temperature of maximum dens
(TMD) line—is negatively sloped in theP-T plane for
P . 0 [3]. However, simulations predict that forP , 0
the TMD line reaches a maximumT and becomes posi
tively sloped. Also, at lowT simulations predict that
maxima appear in the isothermal compressibilitykT as a
function of r at constantT . These new behaviors hav
been found in simulations of several water interaction p
tentials, including ST2 [6] and TIP4P [7]. In the case
ST2 thekT maxima evolve asT decreases into a critica
point and line of first-order liquid-liquid phase transition
[8]. Though it has yet to be determined experimentally
this phase transition occurs in water, its existence wo
be relevant for understanding the amorphous solid stat
water. Experimental studies have established the existe
of distinct high and low density forms of vitreous water
low T [9], a phenomenon termed “polyamorphism” [10
It has been proposed that the polyamorphism of amorph
solid water is a manifestation in the glassy regime o
liquid-liquid phase transition [4].

It has long been appreciated [11] that liquid silica (SiO2),
having also a local tetrahedral structure, is similar
water. Silica exhibits a density maximum in the liqu
phase, as well as polyamorphism in the glassy state [
though less dramatically than for water. It is not presen
known, either experimentally or through simulation,
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the thermodynamic behavior predicted in simulations
supercooled water might apply to liquid silica. In th
Letter, we present the results of extensive MD simulatio
of a rigid-ion model [13] of liquid silica to test for the
occurrence of behavior of the type found in simulatio
of water.

The behavior found in simulations of supercooled wat
such as a maximum inkT , occurs forT well below that
of the TMD line [4,14]. To test for similar behavio
in simulations of silica, we require a silica interactio
potential that both exhibits a density maximum and al
permits simulation of the equilibrium liquid over a wid
range of lowerT . These requirements are met by the rigi
ion model of silica developed by Woodcocket al. [13,15].
The density maximum of this model [16] can be located
evaluatingPsr, T d, the equation of state of the equilibrium
liquid. Minima in isochores ofP versusT identify points
on the TMD line (Fig. 1). The TMD line for the mode
occurs atT much higher than that observed experimenta
in silica at 1823 K [11]. This discrepancy reflects th
approximate nature of the model, which neglects cert

FIG. 1. Isochores ofP versusT for r from 1.8 to 2.4 gycm3.
The TMD line is the line joining the minima of the isochore
The liquid spinodal is estimated as the lowest value ofP
observed along eachP-r isotherm shown in Fig. 3. The
position of the line ofkT maxima is determined from the state
at which the maxima occur in Fig. 4.
© 1997 The American Physical Society 2281
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features of the interionic interactions in silica (e.g., io
polarizability). From a computational standpoint, the gla
transition temperature,Tg —the T at which equilibrium
cannot be established within our maximum run time
1 ns—occurs for this model at approximately 5000 K
ambientP. However, the shift of the TMD line to higher
T places the TMD line in a highly fluid regime where
T ¿ Tg. As shown in Fig. 2, the diffusion coefficien
D remains large enough to permit equilibrium simulation
over a range of 3000 K below the TMD line.

The present model reproduces the structure of silica l
uid and glass reasonably well [13]; however, overall it
found to underestimate the long-range order of the tet
hedral network. Other models, especially those incorp
rating three-body effects or ion polarizability, clearly ar
more accurate [17]. On the other hand, this model rema
the best of many for reproducing the ion mobilities, an
hence the value ofD, for liquid silica [18]. (In this regard,
the occurrence in Fig. 2 of maxima along isotherms ofD
versusr is significant. This substantial dynamic anoma
has been noted in previous simulations of liquid silica [19
and is experimentally observed in both silicates [20] a
water [21].) For the present purpose, this silica model
useful because, being a simple two-body potential, it p
mits more efficient simulation of the many state points a
long time scales required, compared to more complex p
tentials. It is also the only model that presently affords t
opportunity to explore the behavior of a silicalike liquid fo
T less than the TMD; in simulations of other silica model
the TMD line recedes to much lowerT [18,22]. However,
given the shortcomings of the model, in the following w
restrict our attention to only the qualitative implications o
our results.

We evaluateP and U, the configurational part of the
internal energy, as a function ofr and T . We find that
the present model exhibits many of the thermodynam
behaviors found in simulations of supercooled water:

(i) The TMD line found in our silica simulations
(Fig. 1) has a negative slope forP . 0, similar to
laboratory [3] and simulated water [4]. However, th

FIG. 2. Isotherms of the diffusion coefficientD of O ions as
a function ofr.
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present results allow us to determine the shape of
TMD line as it extends into the metastable region f
P , 0. We find, as in simulated water [4], that the sig
of the slope reverses, becoming positive forP , 0.

(ii) We also locate points on the liquid spinodal, th
boundary at negativeP at which the liquid cavitates due
to hydrostatic tensile stress (Fig. 1). Of particular intere
in the study of water is the question of whether the liqu
spinodal is reentrant to positiveP, a behavior that can
occur if the spinodal and TMD lines intersect [23]. Ou
results for liquid silica are qualitatively identical to thos
found for simulated water [compare with Fig. 2(c) of th
first reference given in [4] ]: in both water and silic
simulations, the spinodal and TMD lines do not interse
precluding the possibility of a reentrant spinodal for bo
of these liquid models.

(iii) Simulations of supercooled water predict that
maximum occurs inkT as a function ofr at constant
T [4]. We address the question of akT maximum in
the present model by examining isotherms ofP versus
r, plotted in Fig. 3. ForT  9000 K, P varies with
r in a manner typical of a simple liquid. However
at T  7000 and 6000 K the isotherms begin to flatten
over an interval ofr near 2.2 gycm3, an effect which
becomes more pronounced asT decreases. We evaluat
kT from the relationkT  s1yrd s≠ry≠PdT , and indeed
find that a maximum appears inkT asT decreases (Fig. 4),
generating a line ofkT maxima in theP-T plane (Fig. 1).
As in water simulations [4], we find that the magnitude o
kT along the line ofkT maxima increases asT decreases;
and, that the line ofkT maxima is negatively sloped in the
P-T plane.

(iv) We present the behavior of isotherms ofU as a
function of volumeV  1yr in Fig. 5. For the present
silica model at the highestT , an isotherm ofU is a
concave-upward function ofV . However, asT decreases,
the value of the curvatures≠2Uy≠V 2dT decreases, even
converting to slightly negative curvature over a substant
range of V at the lowestT . Thermodynamic stability
requires thats≠2Ay≠V 2dT . 0, whereA is the Helmholtz

FIG. 3. Isotherms ofP as a function ofr. The solid lines
are fits of the data to a sixth-order polynomial.
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FIG. 4. Isotherms ofkT as a function ofr calculated using
the derivative of the polynomial fits in Fig. 3 (solid lines), an
using the piecewise slope of theP-r data in Fig. 3 (symbols).
C is a shift parameter to facilitate comparison of the curv
C  sT 2 6000 Kdys104 K GPad.

free energy. From standard thermodynamic relatio
s≠2Ay≠V 2dT  s≠2Uy≠V 2dT 2 Ts≠2Sy≠V 2dT , where S
is the entropy. Hence the effect ofs≠2Uy≠V 2dT is to
progressively lower the stability of the liquid over a
range ofV as T decreases, an effect consistent with t
appearance and growth of thekT maxima obtained from
the P versusr data. Moreover, this behavior forU is
also observed in simulations [4] of water.

(v) Figure 6 shows the experimental dependence oP
on r during shock compression of fused silica [12]. He
the characteristic signature of polyamorphism is obser
as an interval of flattening over whichr increases
substantially over a small range ofP. This corresponds
to a kT maximum in the glass. Abrupt densification o
silica glass is known to be reproduced in simulations [2
We too find abrupt densification of the glass when us
the same silica interaction potential and computatio
protocol used here to study the liquid state (Fig. 6) [2
This test establishes that, as in water simulations, akT

maximum is found for both the glass and equilibriu
liquid in simulations of the same silica model.

Because of the rapidly increasing liquid relaxation tim
asT decreases, we are not able to conduct simulation

FIG. 5. Isotherms ofU as a function ofV . The solid lines
are fits of the data to a sixth-order polynomial.
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the equilibrium liquid atT low enough to test directly if a
liquid-liquid phase transition occurs in this silica mode
as occurs in the ST2 model of water. A liquid-liqui
phase transition has been proposed to occur not only
water [4], but also for other tetrahedral liquids such
Ge [26] and C [27], and has been directly observed
a lattice model of a tetrahedral liquid [28]. In the cas
of Si, an amorphous solid to liquid transition has be
observed experimentally [29], and also in simulations
the Stillinger-Weber potential for Si [30,31]. Althoug
other interpretations of this phenomenon exist [32],
might also be understood in terms of an underlying liqu
liquid transition. The present results suggest that silical
liquids, and hence perhaps real silica, are also candid
to exhibit a liquid-liquid transition. However, given th
approximate nature of the present model, both highT
experiments on liquid silica, and extensive simulations
more realistic silica models are required to determine
applicability of the present results to real silica.

In summary, we find for the silica model of Ref. [13
the same pattern of thermodynamic behavior as that fo
from simulations of water. This similarity exists despi
the differences between the interaction potentials for
ica and water. The present silica potential consists
unconstrained spherical ions which generate tetrahe
arrangements through local charge balance and stoi
ometry. The simulation results for water were obtain
using rigid molecular models in which tetrahedral coo
dination is achieved via a fixed near-tetrahedral H-O
angle. Our results therefore support the possibility th
a “law of corresponding states” applies to the thermod
namic properties of many tetrahedral liquids, irrespect
of the microscopic details of the intermolecular interactio

We thank P. G. Debenedetti, T. Grande, P. F. McMilla
S. Sastry, F. Sciortino, J. Shao, H. E. Stanley, and G
Wolf for enlightening discussions. Financial support w
provided by NSF under DMR-910828-002, and NSER
(Canada).

FIG. 6. Comparison of simulated and experimental resu
of P versus r for shock compression of silica glass. Th
experimental results are those of Ref. [12] for fused silica. F
comparison, the liquid state data forT  6000 K from Fig. 3
are also shown.
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